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ABSTRACT
Full vector-electromagnetic theory is used to calculate 
the diffraction pattern between two parallel perfectly conduc­
ting mirrors, illuminated by a point monochromatic source 
located equidistant from the mirrors. The method of solution of 
the problem involves four steps: (a) All possible modes of the
electromagnetic field between two parallel mirrors are found. 
These modes form a complete set of Orthogonal functions which 
are solutions to the vector Helmholtz equation, and satisfy 
Maxwell's equations subject to appropriate boundary conditions, 
(b) An appropriate expression for the radiation field of the 
source [in the absence of mirrors) is found:. [c) The actual 
field between the mirrors due to the source is expressed as a 
linear combination of the modes found in (a). (d) Finally, the
intensity of light on a screen just beyond the mirrors and per­
pendicular to them is calculated from the fields of part (c).
The calculation is performed for several sets of values of the 
various parameters: mirror separation, distance of source from 
mirrors and screen, and wavelength of source.
A simpler theory for this problem, involving the method of 
images, is also described. A comparison between image method 




In 196 9, Day introduced [1] a new kind o£ .interferometer, 
which he called the Grazing Incidence Multi-Beam Interferometer 
(GIMBI), It was hoped that this interferometer would be useful 
as a spectrometer in the ultraviolet region. The construction 
of the GIMBI is shown in Fig. 1.
Two plane mirrors are separated by a distance of 2a. A 
point light source which usually is outside the interferometer 
illuminates these mirrors and the pattern of interference be­
tween various reflected beams is observed on a screen located at 
a distance from the source. In Fig. 2 we show a photo­
graph of one of the interferometers which were built in our 
laboratory.
Since the interferometer makes use solely of reflecting 
surfaces to obtain coherent beams (i^e., no transmitting ele­
ments are involved) it has unrestricted applications throughout 
the electromagnetic spectrum. In particular there is no impedi­
ment for its use in the ultraviolet range of the spectrum, 
unlike interferometers which involve transmission through glass 
plates.








Fig. 1. Cross-section of the GIMBI interferometer. 
The source is located at S, the screen at B-B. The 
device parameters are: 2a^ distance between mirrors;
z^, distance from S to boundary A.-A. of region between 
mirrors; and z^ , distance from boundary to screen.
Figure 2
A photograph of two parallel plane interferometer 
built by Dr. Day 
called
GIMBI*
*Grazing incident multibeam interferometer.
calculations would have to be performed showing the kinds of 
interference patterns produced for different combinations of 
the various parameters.
The first theoretical treatment of GIMBI was done by the 
image method [ 1 ]. In this method one considers the light 
intensity at the screen as due to the interference of a number 
of beams: one direct from the source; one reflected singly
by each mirror; another pair reflected once by both mirrors; 
and so forth. For a particular polarization, we can replace a 
reflected beam by a beam from an image source, with a definite 
phase relationship to the real source. Thus, the radiation 
field at the screen is the superposition of a number of radia­
tion fields of the various images, and the intensity can be 
calculated from the absolute value squared of the electric 
field. Chapter II is devoted to a discussion of the image 
method.
Since two parallel mirrors actually constitute a kind of 
waveguide, the GIMBI can also be treated by a completely dif­
ferent method, which we call the mode method or mode solu­
tion, In this method we first find all modes of the electromagnetic 
radiation field in the space between two parallel plane mirrors.
We then find the particular linear combination of these modes 
produced by the source, and evaluate fields and intensity of 
light at the screen [ 2 ]. Full details of this method are given 
in Chapter III. Similar problems can be found in the literature [3-6].
Chapter IV describes details of the calculations, along 
with calculated interference patterns using the two different 
approaches.
CHAPTER II
SOLUTION BY IMAGE METHOD
The image-method treatment of GIMBI has already been described 
[1]. By this method, the intensity at a given point is found by 
summing the contributions of all rays (direct and reflected)
reaching this point. For radiation of wavelength X, the pub­
lished formula for the total field amplitude at point x is the 
following:
♦ W  = I r'"' , (1)
n=-N n
where
k = 2ir/X , (2a)
djj = [L^ +(nt-x)'^] , -N<n<N, (2b)
Û = Zo + , (2c)
and where the quantity r is related to the reflectivity R of the 
mirrors by
= R.
Parameters Zq, z  ^and x are defined in Fig. 3. Note that when 





i.t. f. »/. *^« » /■
Treatment of reflected
rays by method of imagesn '
(b) 
Fig. 3
7N is finite, and can be deduced from Fig. 3 as follows:
tan = ~  > tan Om ~ ^ ---. (3)
° Zq _  IN Zq +Z^
Actually, for different values of x, we may have different 
numbers of images above and below the apparatus, contributing 
to the field at x. Where and are the numbers of images
below and above, respectively, we obtain
z +
[flCx) = greatest integer in _JL_ 
X 2z
z, X
N^Cx z £ - ^  (4a)
Ny(x) = greatest integer in + —  (4b)
2z,'0
1. The Image of an Electromagnetic Field.
The image-method treatment of GIMBI is based on the concept 
of the image of an electromagnetic field in a mirror (perfect 
conductor). In particular, the image of the E field can be 
found as follows: Consider a charge q at a distance d from a
perfect conductor. The image of the charge is a charge -q a 
distance d behind the mirror. As shown in Fig. 4a, consider a 
field E, parallel to the mirror, acting on q. Because of the 
resulting acceleration of q and its image, we infer the existence 
of an "image field" E^ acting on the image. Since the force F^  
exerted on the image is parallel to the force F exerted by E on q, 
we deduce that E = -E. Thus, the image of an E field parallel 
to the mirror has the opposite direction to the original field.
As shown in Fig. 4b, the image of a field perpendicular to the 
mirror must exert a force on the image charge in the opposite 
direction, and hence the image field is in the same direction.
8Ei
image charge -q + # — —
I










Pig, 4 Image of a charge,the foce on it,and the B field 
producing the force, (a),E parallel to mirror,
(b), E perpendicular to mirror.
92. Unpolarized and Polarized Light.
Light is an electromagnetic radiation obeying Maxwell's- 
equations, which specifically demand transverse waves-. Electro­
magnetic waves are due to the vibrations of charged particles 
within the molecules making up the source. The light wave sent 
out by one molecule may be considered to be plane polarized.,, 
since the vibrations occur in only one plane containing: the 
direction of propagation. For a large number of molecules-, 
each of the vibrations is normally in a random direction..
If a beam of light is made up of vibrations in all direc­
tions perpendicular to its direction of propagation,, sa that: 
there is no preponderance of vibrations in any particular 
transverse direction, the light is said to be unpolarized:.. But 
if there is any dissymetry, the beam is said to be polarized.
Since many optical phenomena, such as reflection, depend 
on polarization, we must express unpolarized light in. terms of 
polarized light. The correct procedure is to consider un­
polarized light as an incoherent mixture of two beams of equal 
amplitudes and orthogonal polarizations. To find the resulting 
intensity, we find the intensity due to each polarized beam 
separately, and add the intensities. Where reflection. o:£ light 
is concerned, it is convenient to choose polarization directions 
parallel to and perpendicular to the plane of incidence : this 
is the plane defined by the incident and reflected rays.
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3. Derivation of Image Method Treatment of GIMBI.
In light of the above discussion, we find intensities for 
two kinds of polarized light, which must be added to find the 
intensity for unpolarized light.
(i) Polarization perpendicular to the plane of incidence, 
The expression for the radiation field originating from the 
source with this kind of polarization is
El = y , (S)
where r = [Cz^+z)^+x2]^ and, as shown in Fig. 5, y is a unit 
vector perpendicular to the plane of the figure.
An image field will have a phase difference of 180°, and 
may be considered to have originated from the image of the 
source. We designate subscripts u and i (upper and lower) for 
the mirrors, and use superscripts to denote the order of an 
image. Thus, stands for the first image of the source located 
above the upper mirror. From these source images, image fields 
may be said to originate, with successive phase differences of 
180°. Thus, we can obtain equations like the following from 
Fig. 5:
!i ” t-u' = y (-1)1
5^ = (-1)" !i = y (-1)1 s s E | ^ ) .
b1 = (-1)1 E, = y (-1)1 « e O M i ) ,
E? = (-1)2 E, = f (-1)2 expOjc^), etc.











Fig, 5. Image method for light polarized perpendicular
to the plane of incidence.
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Each reflection diminishes a field by a factor r^ = R^ , where
Rj^  is the reflectivity of the mirrors. Thus, the n-th order 
reflected field is reduced by the factor r^n_ The sum of fields 
at a point x on the screen can be written
E (x) = y l" U x p ( i k d ^ )_ (6)
'1 - n=NjCx5 1 d„
where d^ and the N's were defined previously. The reflectivity
quantity rj^  is discussed further in the Appendix.
(ii) Polarization parallel to the incident plane. For
this case, the E field of the source has the following form:
E2 = Cx cos a - z sin a) — (7)
where r has already been defined, and the angle a is defined in 
Fig. 6. Calling the z- and x-components of this field CA and 
CB, as shown in the figure, we note that the image of CA is -CA, 
while the image of CB is CB. In other words, images of horizon­
tal components change sign alternatively, while images of 
vertical components are unchanged. As in case (i), we add image 
fields, appropriately diminished by reflections, to find the 
total field at a point, obtained the following:
Ni^ (x) A j I
E > fx) = I [x cos a - (-1)” z sin d ]r ‘"'(a )
I n=.N%(x] ~ ~ II ”
exp(ikdn) . (8)
On
Here, r^  ^ (a^ ) is the appropriate quantity for describing reflec­
tion of light polarized parallel to the plane of incidence, which












Fig. 5. Image method for light polarized perpendicular
to the plane of incidence.
12
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Each reflection diminishes a field by a factor r^ = R^, where
R is the reflectivity of the mirrors. Thus, the n-th order
reflected field is reduced by the factor 
at a point x on the screen can be written
E,Cx) = y f-r|-)^” *exp(ikd„]^
d.
The sum of fields
C6)
"'i  ^n=N^(x) X
where d^ and the N's were defined previously. The reflectivity 
quantity rj^  is discussed further in the Appendix,
(ii) Polarization parallel to the incident plane. For 
this case, the E field of the source has the following form;
E2 = (x cos a - z
where r has already bee 
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Nu(x) A II
E ■(xj = I (x cos a - (-1)" z sin d„Jr . ■(a„)




Here, | ) is the appropriate quantity for describing reflec­
tion of light polarized parallel to the plane of incidence, which 





Fig. 6. Image method for light polarized parallel
to the plane of incidence.
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The resulting interference pattern at the screen is found 
from Eqs. (6) and (8) by the following expression for intensity 
I(x);
I(x) oc |Eii(x)|2 + |E^^x)|Z. (9)
We recognize that Day's formula, Eq. (1), is essentially 
the same as Eq. (6), obtained for light polarized perpendicular 
to the plane of incidence. As shown in the Appendix, r^  ^ is 
very nearly zero for grazing incidence, so the contribution 
from parallel-polarized light is negligible (except for the 
unreflected ray, which produces uniform intensity over the 
screen).
Remark: It should now be clear that, in the image method,
reflected fields are replaced by image fields. The combination 
of original field plus image fields must satisfy the following 
boundary conditions at the mirrors:
n xE = 0 , h • B = 0,
where n is a unit vector perpendicular to the mirrors. Thus, 
it is clear that the tangential components of incident and 
image E fields must add to zero. For polarization of type (ii), 
the B field is parallel to the mirror, as is its image. For
r 4 ^ 4- o Ï) 1 o a  m  f  T7 4 rr C or»/4 i.ra f  4 T*
that the x-component of the image B field is reversed.
CHAPTER III 
MODE THEORY TREATMENT OF GIMBI
The theory of partial differential equations infojms us that 
the radiation field in a source-free region of space with given 
boundary conditions is a superposition of a set of special solu­
tions, or modes, which are a complete and orthogonal set of eigen­
functions matching the boundary conditions. Considering the space 
between the mirrors in GIMBI to be such a region, we can obtain the 
GIMBI interference pattern by a procedure involving three steps:
(i) obtaining the complete set of orthogonal functions for the 
radiation field between the mirrors; (ii) determining the coeffi­
cients of the linear combination of modes produced by a particular 
source; (iii) calculating the field and intensity at the location 
of the screen.
1. Modes in Rectangular Coordinates
For light of a definite frequency v = 2ttw, electric and mag­
netic fields are considered to have time dependence where­
upon Maxwell's equations in free space take the form
V-E = 0, (10a)
S-g = 0, (10b)
VxE = -iwg, (10c)
VxB = iwPoCoE. (lOd)
15
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Taking the curl of Eqs. (10c) and (lOd) , using a vector identity,
and substituting various of Eqs. (10) in the resulting expressions,
one can show that E and B both satisfy the vector Helmholtz
equation: „
(V^  + = 0; (11a)
(V^  + PoGow2)B = 0. (11b)
Plane-wave solutions in free space for plane-polarized radiation 
have the form
E(r) = Eo el & ' I, (12a)
B(r) = c k X E(r), (12b)
where the magnitude of k is
|k| = w/c, (13)
where c is the velocity of light [c = (PoE^)"^], and the direction 
of k is the direction of propagation of the wave. The direction of 
Eq is parallel to the plane of polarization, and must be perpendi­
cular to k.
In the space between two parallel mirrors, consider radiation 
propagating in the z direction (parallel to the mirrors). We can 
think of "rays" bouncing back and forth from one mirror to the 
other, traveling in this direction. Clearly, it is possible for 
E and B to have z-components, and for the z-components of the 
propagation vector k to be smaller than the magnitude of k. Letting 
a wave propagate in this manner, with propagation constant (eigen­
value) k , and defining a vector differential operator
,2
we can write Eq. (11a) in the form
2
(V^^ + y + k^)E(x,y) e^ ^n^ = 0
3zZ
Evaluating the partial with respect to z, we find the x,y
17
dependence satisfies
+ Yn^)E(x,y) = 0,
where y  ^ - kn n
In similar fashion, we can obtain
B(x,y) = 0.
Defining longitudinal (z) and transverse components of E by 
E = (2 • E)z, Ef = (z X E)x z ,.
where z is a unit vector in the z direction,, and similarly fbx.
components of B, we can show that the longitudinal and transverse 
components are related byf7]
1 »Ez -
?t = — T t!t 1 E ! * Zt Bzl'»n ^
1 W
?t = 7T t!t (a]-) + i :7 ! * Yt EzI-
< n  ^ c
The boundary conditions on the mirrors will be taken as 
those for a perfect conductor, namely
n-B = 0 , (1.7 a)
hxE = 0 , (17b)
A
where n is a unit vector normal to the surface of the mirrors.
If propagation is in the z direction parallel to the mirrors, 
the relation (17b) means the y- and z-components of E vanish at 
the mirrors. Equation (17a) means that the x-component of B 
vanishes at the mirrors.
The various normal modes obtained are of three types. First, 
there is a mode with Eg = B% = 0, known as the TEM (Transverse 
Electric and Magnetic) mode, given by
18
ECx,y) = X, B(x,y) = y, = k. (18)
This is simply a part of a plane, plane-polarized wave. Second, 
there are modes obtained by setting = 0, 8% / 0, known as.
TE (Transverse Electric) modes. Third, there are modes obtained 
by setting = 0, E^  ^0, known as TM (Transverse Magnetic) 
modes.




The infinite extension of mirrors in the y direction 
implies the independence of on y in this direction. The 
wave equation for B^ reduces to
2
(-^ + y_2) X(x) = 0. (20)
dx^
The boundary condition to apply is that E^ . = 0 at x = ± a.
From Eqs. (16a) and (19), we obtain
^  = 0 at x = ± a. (21)
dx
The solutions of Eq. (20), subject to the boundary condition 
(21), are
sin Yn x, n odd;
X(x) - i (22)
j^ cos Y^ X, n even,
where = mr/2a. The eigenvalue k^ thus has the value
= [k^  - (23)
19
The complete expression for the E field for the n-th IE 
mode, propagation in the z direction is
I y cos Y X e^ ^n n odd.;:E _ ^ ^ (24]
 ^  ^ 1 y sin T_(x) ^n n even.
I '
In similar fashion, the TM modes are found, by assuming
(25)
Ez = %(x] e^ kn=.
= 0 .
Again, X(x) in a solution of Eq.. (ZQ) , and sincer E^  must vanish 
at the mirrors, we have
X(%] = Q ad X = + 1.
Accordingly, we find
I cos Y_x, n odd ;
1 (26)
X ( x )  «
sin YjjX, n even,
where y., and k are the same as for the TE mode. The E field n n
corresponding to the n-th TM mode can be written
r[sin Y X X  ^ i ^  cos Y_x n odd-
I a (27)
TM(n) <1 r A . „ ik„z1[cos Y „ x x - c  sinY„^z]e ti n evenII n 9
Note that the TEM mode can be considered as a special case 
of the TM mode with n = 0. •
Also, attention is drawn to the fact that n cannot take a 
value larger than where
20
n =  ^t 
max X '
Here t is the separation of mirrors and A the wavelength of 
the light source. If this condition is violated, the eigen­
value kjj in Eq. (23) will be imaginary, = iic^ , and the 
z-dependence will be which does not describe a propagating
wave.
It is also instructive to consider the modes in cylindrical 
coordinates, for the case of azimuthal symmetry. Letting x be 
the axial, r the radial, and 0 the azimuthal coordinate, we have 
cylindrical coordinates (r,6,x). For fields independent of § 
and bounded by mirrors at x = a, we obtain the same modes as 
for rectangular coordinates with e^  ^n^ replaced by H*(k^r), 
where H"*" is the Hankel function for expanding waves [8]. In 
the region of large k^r, the Hankel function can be replaced 
by its asymptotic form, so that we can make the replacement
ei knr
knz ^   . (28 )
/ r
2. Coefficients of the Expansion in Modes for a Given Source
We consider a point source of unpolarized radiation of 
wave number k halfway between the mirrors and a distance Zq out 
from their edges, as shown in Fig. 1. As explained in Chapter 
II, we treat unpolarized radiation by adding intensities for 
the two kinds of polarized light: light polarized parallel to,
and perpendicular to, the mirrors. (Iii chapter II we referred 
to these polarizations as perpendicular to and parallel to the 
plane of incidence, respectively.)
21
Considering an infinitesimally thin wedge of rays of 
angle d0 traveling in the z direction, as shown in 
the radiation field for the parallel kind of polarization.
ikr 
TEi(r) = y  ---- . (29a)
For the other kind of polarization, we see from Fig.7b that
E^Cr) = [X - .2 |] Æ  . (29b)
• ^
Note that E^[r), having only a y-component, contributes only to
TE modes, while E2 (r) contributes only to TEM and TM modes.
The.evaluation of mode coefficients is performed by matching
the fields (29a) and (29b) to linear combinations of modes at the
boundary formed by the ed^es of the mirrors. Since both radiation 
fields and all modes involve propagation in the same sense
across the boundary, we need only match the fields themselves,
as their normal derivatives will then coincide.
Considering the wedge of Fig. 7a to be part of a cyllndrically
symmetric situation with negligible azimuthal variation, we
match at a "surface" of length 2a in the x-direction, and in­
finites i mai width dy = ZQdein the y-direction. The problem,
as in the image method,is tv/o dimensional and the variation 
of intensity in the y-direction is not considered,We express
the expansions of source in terms of modes in the form
fl(^) ^TE(n) ^TE(n)(x)' (30a)
E2(x ) ^TM(n) ?TM(n)(^^’ (30b)










Fig. 7. Schematics for the mode method treatment of GIMBI 
(a) shows the thin wedge of rays treated, seen from 
above. (b) shows the direction of the E vector for 
polarization of type E2 [Eq. (29b)].
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z = 0. The coefficients and found by single
integrations :
4 e ( n ) = ! T E ( n ) ( * ) ' ! l ( x ) d x .  C31a)
4n(n) = Njfïï)/^ 5TO(n)'*’‘4 W ‘^ '^ (31b)
where the normalization constants are defined by
N^(n) = \ |ETE(n)(x)|2dx, (32a)
4(") = l5TMCn)“ l^ ‘“='- (32b)
For the TE modes, the normalization is especially simple;
N^Cn) = a. (33)
3. Propagation of Modes and Intensity of the Interference Pattern
Having determined the coefficients of the expansions (3la) 
and (31b), the next step in obtaining the interference pattern 
is to evaluate the radiation fields at the screen. Considering 
Eq. (28 ) we write ....
?1 (*'^l) = i 4E(n) 1tE(ii)(’‘) ® (34a)
?2 (='■^ 1) J / t m(„) !tM(h )(^) C^b)
The intensity I(x) is then given by the sum of the intensities 
for the two kinds of polarization:
I(x) cc |E^(x,z)|2 + |E^(x,z)|2. (35)
24
Actually, there is absorption of energy in the transmission 
of various modes through the space between the mirrors. This 
phenomenon, related to the reflectivity loss mentioned in the 
previous chapter, is also discussed in the Appendix. For rea­
sonable geometries, frequencies, and mirror materials, the TM 
modes are so much diminished that we can safely ignore their 
contribution to the interference pattern. This can be demon­
strated experimentally by allowing only light plane-polarized 
perpendicular to the mirrors to enter the device, whereupon à 
negligible amount of light reaches the screen.
For our calculations, we assumed that the TE modes pro­
pagated without losses, just as we assumed that there was per­
fect reflectivity in the image method for light plane- 
polarized parallel to the mirrors. Actually, one should multiply 
the n-th term of Eq. (34) by the factor e where is
nearly linear in n, as shown in the Appendix. Since the n-th
mode corresponds roughly to light reflecting back and forth 
in a ray inclined at an angle to the planes of the mirrors, 
where tan = y^/k^, the dependence of the mode calculation 
on losses should be nearly the same as for the image method.
The details of the computer calculations are given in 
Chapter IV, along with results and conclusions.
CHAPTER IV
CALCULATIONS, RESULTS, AND CONCLUSIONS
Calculations using the image method were performed by a 
computer program which essentially involves substitution in 
Eq. ( 6). Calculations were made only for light polarized
parallel to the mirrors, as reflectivity is very low for the 
other kind of polarization. We considered only the case of 
perfectly reflecting mirrors, with rj = 1. The calculations are 
exact, in that no approximations other than machine round-off 
(which is negligible) are involved.
Calculations for the mode method were performed for the 
analogous case: light polarized parallel to the mirrors (which 
involved only TE modes); and perfect transmission of TE modes. 
Unlike the image-method calculations, the mode-method calcula­
tions involve important approximations. First, in the evaluation 
of the integrals of Eq. (31a) to determine the coefficients C^p^n), 
we used numerical integration (Simpson's rule) to approximate the 
integrals. Second, it is necessary to terminate the sum over 
ijiodes in Eq. (34a) . A discussion of the significance of these 
approximations is presented in the following section.
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The various parameters which may be varied are as follows:
Zq , fidysnvr gtom doutvr yo mittotd; 2a, separation of mirrors;
ZQ + z^, distance from source to screen; and X, wavelength of 
the radiation. The first three parameters are defined in Fig. 1. 
It should be noted that, if all four parameters are changed by 
the same factor, the resulting interference patterns are simply 
expanded by the same factor.
1. Details of Mode-Method Calculation
The integral of Eq. (31a) has the form
, a expik(zn+x^)^ fcos 2 ^  ] n odd
^TE(n) â fa (Zo^+xZj^ |sin HLl ^^|n even '
{ 2a. J
Note that this is a type of Fourier series expansion, relating to
the Fourier sine series. Since the first factor of the integrand
is an even function of x, and since the interval -a£x<^ a is sym­
metric, integrals for even n vanish, and we obtain
S e w  = I C  (37)
0, n even.
We evaluated the above integrals using Simpson's rule [9 ], 
which involves dividing the interval 0£x^a into an even number 2N 
of cells, of width n = a/2N. With this method, the integral
a
1 = 1 f(x)dx 
o
is approximated by the sum
t, N N-1
I = ^ [f(o) + 4 I [C2n-l)h] + 2 I f(2nh)+f(a)]. (38)
n=l n=l
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This method is equivalent to fitting the integrand f(x) by a 
quadratic polynomial over two adjacent cells. For an oscilla­
tory integrand such as that of Eq. (37), one must have several 
cells for each cycle of the oscillation. Thus, the number of 
cells required depends on the various parameters. Since for 
x^<<Zq  ^ the factor expik (Zq^+x ^)^ is approximately given by
2
expik(Zo^+x2)^ = expik Zq expik yr— ’ (39)
  o
As a function of x, this has a decreasing cycle length with
increasing x. Thus, the shortest cycle will be at x=a. The
approximate length of this last cycle can be estimated as
follows :
Choose Ax so that varying x from a-Ax to a+Ax changes the
argument of exp (ik xf_ ) by 2it;
2z_
(a+Ax)^ - (a-Ax)^ =  2 tt ,
2Ax = = length of last cycle.
This is a fraction Xz^/a^ of the interval O^x^a. 
f we want at least four cells in this last cycle, we must have
4a^ .2N >
The factor cos y^x also affects the number of cells needed. 
Since this function has hn cycles in the interval, we again 
multiply by four and obtain
2N(n) > 4 + *2n
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as a rough guess as to the number of cells needed. Table I 
shows values of | calculated with varying numbers of
Simpson's rule cells for a case with 4a^/Xz^ =5.
Noting that the absolute values of the coefficients are 
monotone decreasing functions of n ;_cee table I) we used the 
rule-of-thumb that a series can be terminated when the absolute 
value of a coefficient was less than 1/10 that of the leading 
coefficient. For the cases of columns 1 and 2 in Table II, 
Figs. 8a and 8b show how well the terminated Fourier series 
fits the real part of'l e^^^. In general, we would expect the
accuracy of the fit at z+z^, at the screen to be about the 
same as at z=0, since only the relative phase of the "Fourier 
coefficients" will vary.
We can also use the Bessel inquality [ 10 ] to determine 
the accuracy of pur Fourier expansion. To be explicit, at the 
matching boundary we are attempting to fit
1 IcT*
I CTE(n) ^  , ' (40)
where r = [x^+ZgZ]^. For this case, the Bessel inequality has 
the form
I I ~  I cx > ^ % I I ^ ♦ (41)
If the series is terminated, the difference in the two sides
of Eq. (41) is the mean square error. Integrating the left-hand- 
side, we obtain
TABLE I. Effect Of Using Various Numbers Of Cells On The Simpson's Rule
Calculation ) 'TE(n)
NO. Of cells 6 ......12 .18 30 ■ 3 6....
n - 1 .18809469 .18812759 « 18812923 . 18812951 .18812958 .18812961
3 .16092597 . .16090766 « 16090703 .16090694 .16090691 .16090690
5 .09930241 .09909094 .09908170 . 09908020 .09907980 .09907965
7 .05953936 .05906599 .05904661 .05904350 .05904267 .05904237
9 .04000368 .03911407 .03908122 .03907603 .03907464 .03907415
11 .03050786 .02888261 .02883039 .02882228 .02882013 .02881937
13 .02598270 .02298847 .02290869 .02289658 .02289338 .02289225
15 .02491707 .01920731 .01908914 .01.907163 .01906705 .01906544
17 .02801662 .01658904 .01641833 .01639377 .01638740 .01638516
19 .03770294 .01468210 .01444029 .01440663 ,01439800 .01439498
21 .05376421 .01325236 .01291500 .01286984 .01285839 .01285441
23 .06162733 .01216804 .01170240 .01164284 '.01162792 .01162277
Table I. Continued,
■W-/








































































































Table II. Values of
Sets of Parameters
S e (n) Several












































Fig. 8. Graphical Comparisons of the function 
e  and its Fourier expansion (real parts
only) for two sets of parameters. Parameters 
are given in Table II, column 2 (for Fig. 8a) 
and column 1 (for Fig. 8b). Asterisks are 
points of the function and dots of the expan­
sion. Where both coincide, a dot is used.
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THE SCALING FACTOR IS... 0.00681
Fig. 8a
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/ 1^  dx = J — i— 2 =1/2 tan" ^ |
0 0 Zq +^x  ^ 0 o
- 3
which, for the data of Table II column 2 , is2 xlO . For the
N ,
same data, values of % | I plotted in Table III
for various values of N.
2. Results, They consist of various computer outputs of two types: 
one obtained from the image method, and the. other from the mode 
method.
The output gives a plot of the intensity along the x-axis on 
the screen. The data is printed on the top, of the plots, where 
lengths are in millimeters. The intensity is a function of the 
separation of the mirrors, the wavelength of the source, its 
location and the screen distance. The outputs are grouped 
to show the influence of above parameters. From Table IV, one 
can easily find the intensity plot correspond to a specified 
data. In each group of the outputs one parameter varies while 
the others remain unchanged. We have considered the variation 
of screen distance, in this regard large and small variation of
O
this dimension is considered. Two central wavelength 2000 A and
O
4000A areconsidered, the variation of wavelength around these 
central wavelength have been worked out. The separation of 
the mirrors was taken to be .1 mm, which is unusually small.
The reason for this choise is the restraint concerning computer 
time, involving the modes method. For example, it takes 15 
minutes to process one set of data with the above separation of
3<
TABLE III. Accuracy of Truncated Fourier Series, Using
Bessel's Inequality [Eq. (41)]. With in-
a ncreasing n, the quantity 1
 ^ i=l
.-3should approach 2x10' 













































TABLE IV. Parameters Used in Calculating Figures.9-27
Fig. No Fig. Nomm mm mm mm mm mm













Figs. 9-27. Plots of Intensity as a 
function of distance from the center of 
the screen for the GIMBI interferometer. 
Graphs were calculated using the image 
method (Figs. 9a-17a, 18, 19a-26a, 27) 
and the mode method (Figs. 9b-17b, 19b- 
26b), using sets of parameters listed 
in Table IV.
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3 0 . 0 0  - . . . . . . . . . .
3 1 . 0 0 - .
32.CC - .........................
3 3 . C C  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 4 . 0 0  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 5 . C C - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
36 . 0 0 - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
( 3 7 . 0 0 - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 8 . C C - . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 9 . 0 0  - . . . . . . . . . . . .
C  4 C . C C - .
- . . . . G . . . . % . . . . G . . . . G . . . . G . . . . & . . . . E . . . . G . . . . G . . . . & . . . . G . . . . & .
c
TEE S C A LI NG  FACTOR IS... C.00C04
Fig. 12b
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SOLUTION BY IMAGE METHOD
FOL LO WI NGS ARE M I R R . S E P . «SOURCE LOG.«W A V E L E N G T H  AND SCRE EN LDC.






C 4.0 0— .
5 « 00-.
6.00— .









C 1 6 . 0 0 - .................................
17.00 - ...............................................
18.00 -   ..................................
C...1 9 . 0 0 - ...............................................................................




24 .00 - .............
C 2 5 . 0 0 - . . . .......... .
26oC0“ « oo ae a













4 0.0 0— «
...S.
Fig. 13a
THE SCALING FACTOR IS... 0.00010
NUMBER OF RAYS CONTRIBUTE TO THE INTENSITY ARE NN# 348 168 1781
r
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SCL UTICN BY "COE METHCC
F C L L C W I N G S  (M R R . S E F . , S C U K  C E L C C . , W A V E L E N G T H  A N C  S C R E E N  L U C . , N C . C E L L  A N D  NC.
C . l O O  5 . 0 C U  2 C O 5 . U 0 C  1 7 0 , 0 0 0  4 0 . 0 0 0  2 5 0 . 0 0 0  2 4 . 0 0 0
C . C O O  0 . 0 0 6
* *
. S . . . . S . . . s . . . . e . . . . c . . . . 8 . . 8 . . . . e .
l . C C - .....
2 .00-......
3 .00-...
4 . C C— . .
5 . 0 0 - .
6 . C C - . .
7 . C C  - ....
8.00 - ................
9.00-....
I C . C C - . . . . . . . . . . .
1 1 .00-....
. 1 2 . 0 0 - .
1 3 . C C - .
14 . 0 0 - . . . .
1 5 . 0 0  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 6 . C C - ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 7 . 0 0  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 8 . 0 0  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 .................................................................
20.00-....................................................
2 1 . C C  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 2 . C C  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
23 . 0 0 - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 4 . C C - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25 . 0 0 - .... . . . . . .
26 .00-....
2 7 . C C - . ..
28 . 0 0 - . . .
2 9 . 0 0 - . .
3 C . C C - .  .
3 1 . 0 0 - .  .
3 2 . 0 0 - .
3 3 . C C - .
3 4 . 0 0 - .
35 . 0 0 - .  .
3 6 . C C - . .
3 7 . 0 0 - .
3 8 . 0 0 - .
3 9 . C C - .
4 0 . 0 0 - ,
- .,..8....8.. . . 8 . . . . 8 . . . . 8 . . . . 8 . . . . E . . . . C . . . . 8 . . . . 8 . . . . 8 . . . . 8 .
Fig. 13b
THE S CA LI NG  F fCTCR IS... 0.00009
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SOLUTION BV IMAGF METHOD
F O L L O W I N G S  AWE M I R R . S E P ..SUUWCE L O G . ,WAVELENGTH AND SCREEN LOG.
O.ICO 5.000 2010.000 175.000 40.000 17.000 1.6.000










9 . 0 0 - ................
1 0.00-..............





16 .00-  .....
17.00 - .......................................
18.00-
1 9 . 0 0 - .  .        ... • .
20.00 -   ...................................
21 .00-  ..........
22 .00-  .......
2 3 . 0 0  - ........................
24 . 0 0 - .............
2 5 . 0 0  - ............
2 6 . 0 0 — 009009 ooeeee
27 o O O - ...........















THE S C A L I N G  FACTOR IS... 0.00009
NUMBER OF RAYS CONTRIBUTE TO THE INTENSITY ARE NN# 346 16& 17&I
cc
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SCLUTICN EY NCCE YETHCC
F C L L C k l N G S  A R E  M  w R . S E F . , SC.LR CE L C C . , X AV E L E N G T h A N C  S C R E E N  L O G . , N C . C E L L  A N D  N C
0.10;) 5 . 0 C G  2 C 1 C . C 0 C  1 7 C . G C C  4 C . Û 0 0  2 5 C . 0 C 0  2 4 . Q U O
û . G O )  C . C 0 5
* *
1 . 0 0 -
2 . C C -




4 . 0 0 -
5 . C C -
6. C C- 
7 . 0 0 -  
8 . C C -
c
c
9 . C C -
1 0 . 0 0 -
1 1 . C C -
1 2 . C C -  
1 3 . 0 0 -  
1 4 . C C -
r
c
1 5 . O C -
1 6 . 0 0 -  
1 7 . C C -  
1 3 . C O -  
1 9 . 0 0 -  
2 0 . C C -
(
2 1 .G O-
22 .G O -  
2 3 . C C -
c.
2 4 . O C -
2 5 . G C -
2 6 . C C -
2 7 . 0 0 -
2 3 . C C -  
2 9 . C C -
1 30 . 0 0 -
3 1 . 0 0 -  
2 2 . C C -
(
3 3 . 0 0 -
3 4 . C O -
3 5 . C C -
3 6 . C O -
3 7 . C O -
38. C C -
39 . 0 0 -
4 0 . 0 0 -
Pig. 14b
THE S C A L I N G  F AC TO R  IS... C.C0CC8
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SOLUTION DY IMAGE METHOD
FOLLOWINGS ARE M I R R ,S E P ..SOURCE LOG.,WAVELENGTH AND SCREEN LOC.




2 . 0 0 - ............
3.00 - .........
V 4 . 0 0 — .. •
5.00-.
6 . CO— .
K. 7 . CO— ....
8.00-......







( 16 .00-..  .............
17.00 - ..................................
18.00 -   .....................
C  1 9 .00-..................................................... ........................
20 .00-  .........
21 .00-................................................................
L  22.00-.............................. .................
23 .00-...........................
24.00 - ..................
C 2 5 . 0 0 -................
26. 00— ...
27. 0 0  - .....
C. 20.00 —....
29.00-... .











. . . 6 . ...&....6....&.
Fig. 15a
THE SCALING FACTOR IS... 0.00010
NUMBER OF RAYS CONTRIBUTE TO THE INTENSITY ARE NN^ 346 166 1761
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SCLUTIC^ ev t^ CCE NETHCC
F G L L G V v I N G S  ARE P I R R . 5 E R . , S C L R C E  L C C . , k A V E l E r G T E  A N C  S C R E E N  L O G . , N C . C E L L  A N C  NC, 
Ü . 1 3 0  5 . 0 0 )  1 0 9 0 . 1 7 C . 0 C 0  4 C . 0 C Ü  2 5 0 . O C C  2 4 . C O O
C.COO C.CC5
* *
. S . . S . .
1.00 - .....................





7 . C O - .......
8a00— o DOS a a a s o o o o o o
9 . 0 0 - ..................
10.00-................




1 5 . 0 0  - . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 6 . C C -  . .............................
17.CO - ............................................................
18 . 0 0 - ...............................................................................
19.00 - ............................................................................
2 0 . C O - .............................................................................
21 .CO-............................................................
2 2 . C C - ..............................................................
23 .00- .........................................
24.CO-.....................
25.O C - ..............................
26 .00-.  ........
27 .00-.........
2 8 . C C - . ...
29 .00-.....
30 a C 0- a : : = :
3 1.C C - . . .
32.00-.
3 3 . C C - . .
34 .0 0— ...






- .... f..... r, .... 8 .... C .... 8 .... 0 .... E 8 .... C .... C .... C .





FOLLOhlNGS ARE M I R R .S t P ..SOURCE LOC..WAVELENGTH AND SCREEN LOC.















































THE S CALING F A C T O R  IS... 0.00010
NUMBER OF RAYS CONTRIBUTE TO THE INTENSITY ARE NNff 340 16& 17&1
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S C L U T I C N  EY NCCE M E T H C C
E C L L C k l N G S  /SRE M  R R . S E F . , SCIJR C E L C C . , W A V E L E N G T H  A N C  S C R E E N  L O C . , N O .  C E L L  A N D  NO, 
C . l O U  5 . O C O  I S O S . C C C  1 7 C . 0 C 0  4 0 . 0 0 0  2 5 0 . 0 0 0  2 4 . 0 0 0
C . C O O  0 . 0 0 6
* *
- . . . . C . . . . G . . . . & . . . . E . . . . G . . . . & . . . . E . . . . G . . . . G . . . . G . . . . G . . . . G .
1.00-........
2 . C O  - . . . . . . . .
3 . C C - . . . .  — - . . . . .
4 . 0 0 -  .
5 . 0 0 - .
6 . C C - . .
7 . 0 0 - ....
8 .00-........
9 . C C - . . . . . . . .
10 .00-...........
11.00-......
1 2 . C C - .  . .
1 3 . 0 0 - . .
1 4 . 0 C - .  . *.
1 5 . C C - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16 .0 0 -   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 7 . 0 0  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 ...........................................................
1 9 . 0 0  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 0 . C C  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 1 . C C  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
22.00 - ..........................................................................................................
2 3 . C C - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 4 . 0 0  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25 . 0 0 - . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 6 . C C - ....
27 . 0 0 -  ... .
2 8 . 0 0 - . .
2 9 . C C - .
30 . 0 0 - .  .
3 1 . C C - . .
3 2 . C C - .
33 . 0 0 - .
3 4 . CC - .
3 5 . C C - .
36 . C O - .
3 7 . C C - .
3 8 . C C - .
3 9 . 0 0 - .
4 Ü . C C - .
- . . . . S . . . . G . . . . G . . . . 6 . . . . 0 . . . . S . . . . E . . .
Fig. 16b 
T H E  S C A L I N G  F A C T O R  I S . . .  C . C O C I C
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SOLUTION BV IMAGE METHOD
FOLLOV.INGS ARE MI RH ,SE P . » SUUR CE LOC. « WAVELENGTH AND SCREEN LDC.
0.100 4.000 2000,000 174.000 40.000 22.000 21.000
0.000 0.006
* *
1.00“. . . .
2 .00“.«. .
3.0 0“ .
4.0 0“ . •
5 , 0 0 “ .
6.0 0“.
7 , 0 0 “ ......
8.0 0“....
9.0 0“ ...






16 .00“ .  .
17.00“ ................................
18.00“    .
19 .00“ .................... ........................
2 0.00“  ........................




2 5  ..................
26.00“ .........
27 .00“ ......... .
28.00“ ......................
29.00 - ........................
31. 0 0 “ .................
32.00“ ...




37. 0 0 “ ........
33.0 0“ ....
39.00“ .
4 0 . 0 0 “ .
Fig. 17a
THE SCALING FACTOR IS... 0.00011
NUMBER OF RAYS CONTRIBUTE TO THE INTENSITY ARE NN» 44& 21& 2201
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SCl'JTICN GV MCDE NETHCC
F C L L C h I N G S  W I P R . S E P . , S U U P C E  L E C . , k A V E L E N G T H  A N D  S C R E E N  L O C . , N O . C E L L  A N D  NC,
C . I O J  4 . D 0 0  2 0 0 ] . O O U  1 7 0 . 0 0 ]  4 0 . 0 0 0  2 5 0 . 0 0 0  2 4 . 0 0 0
C . C C O  0 . 0 0 5
* *
. . . G . . . . & . . . . G . . . . G . . . . E . . . . G . . . G . . . . G . . . . G . . . . G .
l . C C - ......
2 .0 0- .
3 . C C - .
4 . C C - .
5 .0 0- . .
6 . Cû-.
7 . C C — ...
a ,00-..........
9 . 0 C - . . . .
I C . C C - . . . . . . . . . . .
l l . O O T .......
12 .00- .
1 3 . C C - . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 4 . 0 0  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 5 . 0 0  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 6 . C C - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 7 . 0 0  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 8 . 0 0 - .      . ..




2 3 . 0 0  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 4 . C C - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25 . C O - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 6 . 0 0  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 7 . 0 0  - . . . . . . . . . . .
28 . 0 0 - . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 9 . 0 0  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 0 . 0 0  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
31 . 0 0 - . . . . . . . . . .
3 2 . C C - , ...
3 3 . 0 0 - . .
3 4 . 0 0 - . .
3 5 . C C - . ...
3 6 . 0 0 - . . . . . . . . .
3 7 . 0 0  - ......
38 .  0 0 - .......
3 9 . C 0 - .  .
4 0 . C O - .
- . . . .  S .. . .  C . . . .  G . . . .  f.. . . .  G . . . .  G .... E . . . .  G .. . .  S S . . . .  G .




SOLUTION BY IMAGE METHOD
FOLLOWINGS ARE M I R R . S E P . «SOURCE L O C . ,WAVELENGTH AND SCREEN LOC.
0.500 5.000 2000.000 175.000 40.000 17.000 17.000
0,000 0.003
* *





























30 lOO-: : : : 
C. 3 1 . CO-.
32 .00- ....
33.00-.... 




38.00-. . . . 
39 .00-.. . .
L. 40.0 0-.
Fig. 18
THE SCALING FACTOR IS... 0.00004
NUMBER OF RAYS CONTRIBUTE TO THE INTENSITY ARE NNf f 350 17& 17&1
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SOLUTION BY IMAGE METHOD
FOLLOVklNGS ARE MIRR.SEP.«SOURCE LOG. , WAVELENGTH AND SCREEN LOC.
0.100 5 . COO 4000.000 155.000 40.000 15.000 14.000
0.000 0.002
* *
1 .00-  ................
2.00-...........................................





8.00 -    ................
9 . 0 0 - . . . . ........ ................ ........................







17.00 - ..................................................   . . .
18.00 -  .
C  1 9 . 0 0 - .................... ..................................................
20.00-.  ............
21.00-..............................
0  22 .00-.................... .
23.00 - .......................... ................
24.00 - ............................. .
1 2 5 . 0 0 - .................................................
26.00 - ..............................................................
27.00 - ................................. ...............
( 2 8 . 0 0 - .....................................................................
29. C O - .............. ....................... ................ . . .
30.00 - .............. ..............................................
(. 3 1 . 0 0 - .....................................................................
32 .00-....................................... ...........
33. 0 0  - ...................... ........ .......................
( 3 4 . 0 0 - .......................................
35.00 - ................. . . ...............
36.00 - ..........................





THE SCALING FACTOR IS... 0.00003
NUMBER OF RAYS CONTRIBUTE TO THE INTENSITY ARE NN^ 30& 14& 1561
59
S C L U T I C N  ev MCDE VETHCC
F C L L C W I N G S  AP E V I R R . S E P . » S C U P C E  L C C  W A V E L E N G T H  A N C  S C R E E N  L O C . , N C . C E L L  A N D  NC, 
C . I U O  5 . Q 0 C  4 Ü U J . 0 0 0  1 S 0 . U Ü 0  4 0 . 0 0 0  2 5 0 . 0 0 0  2 4 . 0 0 0
C . C O O  0 . 0 0 2
* *
- . . . . E . . . . S . . . . K . . . . G . . . . G . . . . C . . . . S . . . . & . . . . G . . . . G .
l . C C - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.00-.........................................
3 . C C  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4 . C C - .  . .... .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 . 0 0  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 ...........................................................
7 . C C - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8.00— .... .. ... ... .... .. ... .....oft.ooooa s.o . . . . . ......
9 . C C - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10.00-  ...............
1 1 . 0 0  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12.00 -  ...........................................
1 3 . 0 0 - . . .  .   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 4 . 0 0  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 5 . C C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 6 . 0 0  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
n . cc-.....................................
1 8 . 0 0 - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 9 . 0 0  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20.cc-.........................
21 .00-  .............
22.00 -  .....................
2 3 . C C - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
24 . 0 0 - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 5 . 0 0  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 6 . C C - . . . « « .   «  . . . . . . .
2 7 . 0 0  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 8 . C C  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 9 . C C  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 0 . U U  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 1 . C C  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 2 . 0 0  - ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
33 . 0 0 - . . . . . . . . . . .  .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 4 . C C - ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 5 . 0 0  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 6 . C C  - . . . . . . . . . . .
3 7 . C C — . .. . .  . ..
3 8 . 0 0  - . . . . . . . . . . .
3 9 . 0 0 - .  . . .
4 0 . C C - .
- . . . . E . f , . E . . . . E . . . . G . . . . E . . . . E . . . . E . . . . E . . . . E . . . . G . . . . E . . . . G .
Fig. 19b
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THE SCALING FACTOR IS. 0.00009
NUMBER OF RAYS CONTRIBUTE TO THE INTENSITY ARE NNA 340 16& 17E1
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SCLUTICN BV yCDE PETHCC
F C L L C W I N G S  A!?E N I K K . S E C . . S O U R C E  L C C . , W A V E L E N G T H  A N D  S C R E E N  L O C . , N C . C E L L  A N D  NC.
O.l'DO 5.')00 A Q j O . O O U  1 6 9 . 0 0 0  A C . G O G  2 5 0 . O C C  2 4 . C O O
C.COO C . 0 C 6
* *




4. C C - ............................................................. ............
5 .00-.........................................................
6.00— . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7. C C - .......................................
8 .0 0-........................
































-.. ..C. . ..C. . ..0.. .. f,. . ..E. E....C... .8. ...G.. ..£... .S.
Fig. 20b
THE SCALING FACTCR IS... C.00CÛ9
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s o l u t i o n  b y  i m a g e  m e t h o d
FOLLOV.INGS ARE MIRR.SEP..SOURCE LOC. , W A V E L E N G T H  AND SCREEN LOC.




1    ............
2 .00-  .............
  .
4 . 0 0 - .  .  ..................... .............................. .
5 . 0 0  - .....       * ................
6.00 -   ......
7 . 0 0 —
8.00 - .
9 . 0 0 - .............................................
10      ........
11  ........................................................
12.00-      ....
13.00 - .......................... ...........................................
14.00 - ............................................ ..............
15.00 - .............................. .........................
1 6 . 0 0 - . ...................... .....................
1 7 . 0 0 -  . ...........................................................
18.00 -     ..........
19.00 - ................................................
20 .00-    ........................
21.00 -  ........................




2 6 . 0 0 -   ......................................
27 .00-................................................................











3 9 .CO— . ..
4 0 . 0  0— .
.8. . . . & . . . . 5 .
Fig. 21a
THE SCALING FACTOR IS... 0.00002
NUMBER OF NAYS CONTRIBUTE TO THE INTENSITY ARE N N / f 40& 19& 2061
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SCLUTICN GY PCOE PETHCC
F C L L C W I N G S  ARE M P R .S E F , , S C U P C E  L C C . , W A V E L E N G T H  A N C  S C R E E N  L O C . , N C . C E L L  A N D  NO . 
C . I O O  E . C C C  A C O C . t C O  2 C C . O C O  4 0 . 0 0 0  2 5 0 . 0 0 0  2 4 . 0 0 0
C . C O O  0 . 0 0 1
* *
. . . . C . . . . S  . . . G . . . . E . . . . G . . . . G . . . . E  . . . G . . . . S . . . . & . . . . G . . . . S .
l . C C - .
2.00-,
3 . C C - .
4 . 0 0 - ,
5 . C C - ,
6 . C C - .
7.00-,
8 . C C - ,
9 . C C - ,
10.00-,
11.cc-,
12 . C G - .
1 3 . 0 0 - ,
1 4 . C C - ,
1 5 . 0 0 - ,
1 6 . C C - .
1 7 . 0 0 - ,  
18 .00-,
1 9 . 0 0 - ,  
2 0 . 0 C - ,
21.00-,
2 2 . C C - ,
2 3 . C C - ,
2 4 . 0 0 - ,
2 5 . C C - ,
2 6 . C C - ,
2 7 . 0 0 - ,
2 8 . C C - ,  
29 .00-,
31 . C C - . .  .,
3 2 . 0 0 - . . .
2 3 . C C - . . . 
34 . C C - . . .
3 5 . 0 0 - . . .
3 6 . C C - . . .
3 7 . C D - . . .
3 8 . 0 0 - ,  
3 9 . C C - . . .
4 0 . 0 0 - .
Fig. 21b
THE SCALING F A C T C R  IS... 0 .OOCO2
SOLUT I ON BY IMAGE
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METHOD
FOLLOWINGS ARE M I R R .S E P .tSOURCE LOG, ♦WAVELENGTH AND SCREEN LOG,
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SCL UT IC K PY MCDE YETHCC
F C L L C W I N G S  fiPE M R P  , S F F . , S C U R CE L C C . , k A V E L E \ G T F  A N C  S C R E E N  L Ü C . , N C . C E L L  A N D  NC. 
C . I G O  f . C C C  4 C C 5 . C C C  1 7 C . 0 C Û  4 0 . 0 0 0  2 5 0 . 0 0 0  2 4 . 0 0 0




3 . C C - . .
4 . 0 0 - . .  
5 . 0 C - . . 
6 a C C — . «
7.00-..
8.00-..
9 . 0 0 - . .
10,00-..
11.00-.. 
1 2 . C C - . . 
13 . 0 0 - . .
1 4 . C O - . .
1 5 . C C - .
1 6 . 0 0 - .
1 7 . C O - .
1 8 . C C - .  
19 . 0 0 - .
20.CC-.
2 1 . C C - ,
22.00-.
2 3 . C C - .  
2 4 . 0 C - .  
25 . 0 0 - .
2 6 . CC-.
2 7 . C C - .
2 8 . 0 0 - .
2 9 . C C - .  
2C.CÛ-..
3 1 . 0 0 - ,
3 2 . C C - .
3 3 . C G - .
3 4 . 0 0 - .
3 5 . C C - .
3 6 . C0-.
3 7 . 0 0 - .  .
3 8 . C C - .
3 9 . C C - .
4 0 . 0 0 - .
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S n U T l C N GY yCOE VEThCC
F C L L C W I N G S  ARE M  RR .S t F ., S C U R  CE L C C ., V. A V EL EN G Th A N C  S C R E E N  L U C . , N O . C E L L  A N D  NO, 
C . l O O  5 . 0 C O  A C 1 0 . C 0 Ü  1 7 C . 0 C U  4 0 . 0 0 0  2 5 0 . J O O  2 4 . 0 0 0
C . C O O
*
r..... r>.... c.... R
0 . 0 0 6
*
1 .00-....
2 . C O - ....
3 . C C - ....
4 . 0 0  - ....
5 . 0 C - ....
6 . C O - ....





1 2 . C C - ....
1 3 . 0 0  - ....
14 . C 0 - . .
1 5 . CO-.
1 6 . 0 0 - .
1 7 . C C - .
1 8 . C C - .
19 , 0 0 - .
2 0 . C O - .
2 1 . C C - .
22 .00-.
2 3 . 0 0 - .
24.GC-.
2 5 . 0 0 - .
2 6 . C C - ,  »
2 7 . C C - .  .
28 . 0 0 - .
2 9 . C C - .
20 .CC- . •
3 1 . 0 0 - .
3 2 . C C - .
3 3 . C G - .
3 4 . 0 0 - .
3 5 . C C - .
3 6 . C C - .
37 . 0 0 - .  .
3 8 . C C - .
3 9 . C C - .
4 0 . C C - .
THE SCA LI NG  F AC TC R  IS.
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METHOD
FOLLOWINGS ARE NIRR.SEP..SOURCE LOG..WAVELENGTH AND SCREEN LOG.






4 . 0 0 — ...I 
5 . 00— ...
6.00—...,
7 . 0 0 — ...
8.00—.«.
9 .00— ...
10 .00—. . .
































» . G .
THE SCALING FA C T O R  IS.
Fig. 23a 
0 . 0 0 0 1 0




FOLLOWINGS ARE MIRR.SEP..SOURCE LOG..WAVELENGTH AND SCREEN LOC.





3.0 0— .... I 
4 .00-. ...
5.00- ....







































THE S C A L I N G  FACTOR IS.
Fig. 24a 
0.0001 1
NUMBER OF RAYS CONTRIBUTE TO THE INTENSITY ARE NN« 346- 16& 1701
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SCL UT IC N  GY r'COE PEThCC
F C L L C k l N G S  A P E  M P R . S E P . . S O U R C E  L CC ., k A V E  LE NG TH A N C  S C R E E N  L O G . , N C . C E L L  A N D  NC. 
C . l O O  5 . 0 C 0  3 9 9 5 . u U ü  1 7 0 . J O O  40 . 0 0 0  2 5 0 . 0 0 0  2 4 . 0 0 0
C . C C C  0 . 0 0 6
* *
- . . . . G . . C . . . . C . . 6 . . . . G . . . . G . . . . C .
 ....................................................
2.00-.......................................................
3 . C C  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4 . C C - .   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 . 0 0 - .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6 . C C - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7 . 0 0 - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A.00-..........................




1 3 . 0 0  - ....
1 4 . 0 0 - . .
1 5 . C C - . .
16 . 0 0 - .
1 7 . C C - .
1 8 . C C - .
1 9 . 0 0 - .  .
2 0 . C C - .  .
2 1 . C C - . . .
2 2 . 0 0 - .
2 3 . C C - .
2 4 . C C - . .
2 5 . 0 C - .
2 6 . C C - . .
2 7 . C C - .
28 . 0 0 - .
2 9 . C C - .
2 0 . C C - .
31 . 0 0 - .
3 2 . C C - .
3 3 . C C - .
3 4 . C O - .
3 5 . C C - .
3 6 . C Q— .
37 . C O - . .
3 8 . C C - .
3 9 . C C - .
4 0 . C G - .
- . . . . G . . . . G . . . . G . . . . G . . . . G . . . . G . . . . G . . . . G . . . . G . . . . G . . . . G . . . . G .
Fig. 24b
T H E  S C A L I N G  F A C T O R  I S . . .  C . C O C I C
tfc t r Ki r- r “r Kt
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SOLUTI ON BY IMAGE METHOD
FOLLOWINGS ARE MIRM.SEP..SOURCE LOC..WAVELENGTH AND SCREEN LUC.
















































0 0 - . . . .  
0 0 - . . . .  
0 0 - . . . .  
00-.... 
00-. . . . 
00- .... 




0 0 - .  .
0 0—. . .  




0 0 - .
00— .
0 0— .
0 0— . 




0 0 - .  
0 0 - .
0 0 — .. 
00- .
00— . 
0 0 - .  
0 0 - .  
0 0 - .  
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SCLUTICN ev yCCF NE7HCC
F C L L C k l N G S  A R E  M R R . S E P . , S C L R CE L C C  . , V A V E L E N G T h  A N C  S C R E E N  L O C . , N C . C E L L  A N C  NC. 
C . I J O  5 . 3 0 3  3 9 9 3 . 0 3 0  1 7 C . O C O  4 0 . 0 0 0  2 5 C . C C C  2 4 . G O G
C . 0 0 3  
*
1.00-.
2 . C C - .
3.0C-.
4 . C C - .
5 . C C - .
4 . C U - .
7 . C C - .





1 3 . C C - .
1 4 . C C - .
1 5 . 0 0 - .
1 6 . C C - .
1 7 . 0 0 - ,
1 8 . 0 0 - .
1 9 . CO-.
20.00-. 
2 1 .0 0-.
22.CC-.
2 3 . 0 0 - .
2 4 . 0 0 - ,
2 5 . C C - ,  
26 . 0 0 - ,
2 7 . 0 0 - ,
2 8 . 0 0 - .
2 9 . 0 0 - .
3 0 . C O - .
3 1 , C C - .  
3 2  . 0 0 - .
3 3 . 0 0 - .
3 4 . C C - .
3 5 . 0 0 - .  .
3 6 . C C - .
3 7 . C C - .  
38 . 0 0 - ,
3 9 . C O - .  
4 Û . C C - .










FOLLOWINGS Ai-iE M I RR . SEP . . SQUH CE LOC.,WAVELENGTH AND SCREEN LOC.




1 .00-. . . .
2,00-....
3 .00-. . . .
4.00-....
5 .00— . . . .
6 .00— . . . . 
7. 00— e a . . 
8 .00- . . . .
9.00-.... 
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SGLU7ICN BV N ETHCC
F G l L C h T N G S  A R E  V l R R , S F P . , S C U R C E  L C C . i W A V F L E N G T H  A N C  S C R E E N  L O C . , N C . C E L L  A N C  N C  
0 . 1 0 0  4 . 0 0 0  4 0 0 0 . 0 0 0  1 7 C . 0 C 0  4 C . 0 C 0  2 5 C . 0 C C  2 4 . C 0 0
C . C O O
*
4 . C C - . : . . ,
5 . C C - .  . . . 
6.00-. ... '
l... 7 . C C - . . . . ,
8 . C C - .
9 . 0 0 - . . . . ,
C  1 0 . C C . . . . . .
1 1 . C C — . . . .
1 2 .0 0-....
C  1 3 . C C - . . .
1 4 . C C - . .
1 5 . 0 0 - . . . .  
1/ 1 6 . C C - . . . . ,
1 7 . C C - .  . ..
1 8 . Û C - .  . . .
1 9 . C C - .  ...
20.00-. ...
2 1 .0 0-....
V, 2 2 . C C - . . .
2 3 . 0 0 - . . . .
2 4 . C C - . . . .
C  2 5 . C C - .
2 6 . 0 0 - .
2 7 . C 0 - .
0  2 8 . C C - .
29 . 0 0 - .
3 0 . C C - .
C.' 3 1 . C C - .
3 2 . 0 0 - .
3 3 . C 0 - .
1 3 4 . C C - .
3 5 . 0 0 - .
3 6 . C 0 - .
V-' 2 7 . C C - .
3 8 . 0 0 - .
3 9 . C C - .
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SOLUTION BY IMAGE METHOD
F O LLOW IN GS  ARE MIRR.S EP.,SOURC E L O C . ,WAVELENGTH AND S C R E E N  LÜC.
0.500 5.00C 4000.000 175.000 40.000 17.000 17.000
0.000 0.006
« *




4 . 0 0 ” . . . . ............................................... ..
5.0 0” .
6 .00”. ..... «
7.00” ..... ............... ..............
0oOO” o3ooo
9 . 0 0 ” .....










2 0.00”   .
21 .00”..
22.00 - .............
23.00 - ...................................... .................. .
24 .00” .
25.0 0” ...........
   ....................
27. 0 0 ” .
‘2 8 . 0 0 - .......
2 9  .......................................................
30 = 0 0 ” ? T . T .
31 .00” ..
32 . 0 0 - ....................... .
33.00-  .............
34.00-. . . #
35 .00-............ ................
36 . 00— ....
37.00- .
38 .00-. .........
39. 0 0  - ...........
40 .00-.
Fig.27
THE SCALING FACTOR IS... 0.00009
NUMBER OF RAYS CONTRIBUTE TO THE INTENSITY ARE NN« 35& 17& 17&1
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mirrors. For a separation of 2 millimeter there is a need for 
a computer time of around 5 hours and in our facility a 
straight run of this duration is not obtainable.
One set of data, with a mirror separation of .5 mm, was 
obtained using the image method only. The results obtained 
resemble actual experimental results from GIMBI.
3. Conclusions
In our calculations, we assumed that the mirrors are per­
fect conductors. In the Appendix the effect of the conductivity 
of the mirrors are calculated and it is shown that for optical 
frequencies and for silver mirrors having vacuum between them, 
no correction must be made in our results.
The study of computer outputs for different sets of data 
indicates that both the image and mode methods employed to 
solve GIMBI are in agreement. The image method involves much 
less computer time, so it is best suited for GIMBI. The mode 
method gives easier variation of source-to-screen distances.
Also an examination of intensity patterns for different 
sets of data, especially variation of wavelength around a 
central frequency, shows the high sensivity of GIMBI for the 
use in spectral analysis. This high sensitivity of GIMBI, to 
other parameters determining the intensity, could be taken 
advantage in other areas of technology such as communication.
Filmed as received 




1) Attenuation in image method.
It was shown that the intensity of light on a screen, in this 
method, is due to the effect of direct and reflected rays of 
light from the source and mirrors. The rays of light will have 
losses in each reflection. This loss depends on the angle of 
incident light and the material property of the mirrors and of 
the filling between them. The formula for reflectivity is: [11]
T 2 T CP2 q - P1Q2 cos p2 (Al)
R -  p i  and p "  (U2 q + UiOi2 cos
1 _ 2 PiW2%2 P cos 00
(A2)
where
P = n(3i cos Y + aj siny) (A3)
q = nCai cos Y - siny) (A4)
p2 cos 2y = 1 - (a2 - b^) sm^ 8^ (AS)
sm 2y = 2 a b sm^ Oq (A6)
' ° Iw . ' '
an = {(uy. cos (tan“^  — ^) (A8)
J- JL j. J. 1/2
Bi = (wy^  (wfe^  + 0 )^^ /^ } sin (tan"^  1^ ) (A9)
_____  we
U2 - w/ £2^2 (AlO)
For typical values: silver mirrors with vaccume between them 




e = — —  X 10“  ^ Farad/meter 
SÊtt
—7Pg = 4m X 10" Henry/meter






Og = 6.14 X 10 mhos/meter 
E Is obtained from:
E = rf (1 _ K^ ) [12]
vliere k  Is the attenuation Index and n Is refractive Index of silver 
for X= 5893 n = • 2 and n< = 3.44 [13]
with the above data relations (A8), (A9) and (AlO) 
give :
= 0.92 X 10^^
= 0 (All)
üg = 1.03 X lo"^
The Insertion of values found In (All) in relations (A7) one obtains:
a = - 1.2 X 10"^ and b = 0
The magnitude of a and h Is such small that practically n = 1 and angle
Y = 0. Finally the values n. 3^ 3 and Y which were calculated above
are Inserted In relations (A3) and (A4) to find:
p = 0 (A12)
l4
q = .92 X 10^^




tan 6.1= 0 5 = 0
Also considering Hg = for above data will be:
2 2 
2 («2 cos 8g - Og q)
P11 — p  P
(a^  cos 0^ + oip q )
(A13)
2
P II for grazing incidence is equal to zero. To show this we set the
numerator of (A13) to zero and calculate 0 
2
COsG^-OpY = 0 (Al4)
substituting (All) and (A12) in (Al4) we find:
COS e = 12 = W x
o .92 ^
which indicates 6^ is around 90 degrees.
These results for the value of reflectivity implies that in the 
calculation of the intensity on a screen one needs to consider the perpen­
dicular polarization with reflectivity equal one which means no losses 
and ignore the other component of polarization.
2) Attenuation in mode method.
There are two kinds of attenuation in the solution of the problem
by mode method, (a) Attenuation due to the number of modes and (b) atten­
uation due to the resistivity of the mirrors. The attenuation factor con­
tains above two kinds and has for the TE modes the formula:
2 2 _____________
Y 2 n  IT / 01 y m  / 2o m
-------- nzmzziizzzz: p.4 ]
T E  toy a ^  /co^ ye -
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In the optical frequency the ohmic attenuation is almost zero. 
Therefore, its effect is not considered in the calculation. It can, 
also, be seen from above formula TE modes as an attenuation proportional, 
to the square of the number of modes. Hols inplies that in the calca— 
lation of the intensity few lower modes have to be considered.
